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THE EUROPEAN 
ANTITRUST UPDATE

The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and Euronext, 
the Paris-based exchange, have agreed to tie the knot but 
will need national regulatory approvals. The UK Office of Fair
Trading has invited interested parties to comment on
competition issues that may arise. NYSE Euronext will have
average daily trading volumes up to $100 billion. Deutsche
Börse, which runs the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, had also bid
for Euronext but has been spurned. It is a second rejection for
the German bourse having failed in its bid for the London
Stock Exchange (LSE) last year.

Euronext said it preferred the NYSE bid at least in part
because of the antitrust issues that would hamper a merger
with Deutsche Börse (as well as the insistence on operational
headquarters being in Frankfurt). Euronext and Deutsche
Börse both run Europe’s two largest derivatives exchanges. 
A key concern for Euronext with a Deutsche Börse tie-up has
been its vertically integrated model in which clearing is kept
in-house. European regulators have warned that Deutsche
Börse may have to dispose of its clearing operations, its most
profitable unit, to secure approval. Deutsche Börse has offered
that after a merger only German equities would be cleared
through its Euronext subsidiary. On the other hand, NYSE 
says its proposed deal raises “no competition issues”. 

Deutsche Börse may yet itself become a target. Euronext’s

FIRST MERGE, THEN D-BÖRSE?
Plans for Transatlantic Stock Exchange

Chief Executive, Jean François Théodore, said: “The dream of
welcoming Deutsche Börse still stands. The creation of a
transatlantic exchange does not change the dream of a pan-
European exchange”. Euronext has already opened talks with
Borsa Italiana. 

Eyes are now on the LSE. NASDAQ’s stake in LSE has crept 
above 25%. The LSE rejected the approaches of Australia’s
Macquarie Bank, Euronext and Deutsche Börse last year. 
All the bids were cleared by the UK competition authorities
although remedies were required from Euronext and Deutsche
Börse to ensure the trading independence of LSE’s clearing
services provider. 

In other trading exchanges news, Swiss bank UBS has agreed 
to buy ABN AMRO's futures and options trading business in part,
it says, to help it attract more hedge fund clients. The deal will
also need national approvals.

The industry consolidation has come as the EC has issued a
paper on its competition concerns relating to securities trading
and post-trading in the EU. The Commission has pointed to the
possibility of incumbents offering predatory fee reductions or
hindering competitor’s access to clearing and settlement
arrangements. Entry to trading is said to be made difficult by:

• national rules requiring all trades relating to certain
equities to be executed on a designated platform, usually
the incumbent exchange;

• control over clearing and settlement services 
by incumbents; 

• lack of transparency and difficulties in evaluating the
actual costs of different services; and 

• lack of development in the EU of broker trading
technology that would compare different 
trading platforms.

Neelie Kroes, the EU Competition Commissioner, in a June
speech emphasised that competition law will be used to
open up these markets: “the potential prize is large”. She
estimated that the current fragmentation of capital markets
costs the EU economy 1% of GDP a year. 

Other commentators say that consolidation obscures bigger
questions. In particular, they question whether short term
synergies will overcome technology changes in the exchange
businesses as investors find new ways to locate and trade
with partners and gain information about prices. Some
consultants have said that NYSE will be driven to scrap its
open outcry floor-based trading model and move to
Euronext’s purely electronic system. The marriages being
planned may yet have uncertain futures.
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Austria: rules for foreign mergers relaxed
The wide reach of Austria’s merger control rules is the source
of great frustration for many companies. In recent litigation,
the Cartel Court of Appeal was asked to decide whether the
acquisition by an Austrian bank of foreign banks active only 
in the Czech Republic and Slovakia would trigger a filing
obligation. The Cartel Office argued that the merger would
increase the financial resources of the Austrian bank, and
would therefore have an “effect” in Austria. The Court
disagreed. An effect must be direct and an increase of
financial resources alone could only have indirect effect in
Austria, if the target is not active on an Austrian market, nor
even a potential competitor. This broadens significantly the
exculpatory scope of the “effects” doctrine. 

Estonia: new thresholds in place
As of 1 July 2006, a filing will be required in Estonia if the
combined Estonian turnover of the merging parties exceeds
EEK 100 million (about 6.4 million) and sales of each of 
at least two merging parties exceeds EEK 30 million (about

1.9 million) in Estonia. These relatively low thresholds might
catch a number of foreign-to-foreign mergers. As under the 
old regime filing is mandatory and suspends closing of a deal
until clearance is received. A fee of about 2,000 
is applicable. 

Norway: proposal for higher thresholds
Norwegian thresholds are among the lowest in Europe since
introduced in 2004. The government suggests increasing
them because of the vast number of filings received.
Notification will be required where the combined Norwegian
turnover is in excess of NOK 50 million ( 6.3 million), and
each company has a turnover in excess of NOK 10 million in
Norway ( 1.2 million), about double the current limits.
Although this represents an improvement, these thresholds 
are still low. 

Sweden: simplified rules
New simplified procedure rules are in place which will
hopefully accelerate many merger clearances.

Netherlands: change in energy sector?
The Dutch authority (NMa) has announced that it is reassessing
its merger control rules for mergers in the energy sector and, in
particular, how to assess energy markets.  It has published a
consultation document and called for comments by August.

NATIONAL 
ROUND UP 
Changes to Merger Rules EC IN BRIEF

Brussels brings Poland to heel
The EC has accused Poland of encroaching on the
Commission’s exclusive competence on EC mergers. Last
October, the EC cleared a merger between Unicredit and
Polish bank BPH. Despite this decision, the Polish authorities
insisted the Italian bank Unicredit divest almost half the Polish
branches of BPH to which Unicredit has agreed. The Poles say
that when Unicredit purchased a Polish bank in 1999 (before
Poland was in the EU) they imposed a condition not to
acquire another Polish bank for 10 years. The Commission had
said this condition itself violates EC law and attempting to
impose it now may interfere with EC authority. 

Brussels moves against Spain
The EC has started proceedings against Spain in the ongoing
battle over Spanish energy company Endesa. Brussels had
approved the acquisition by Germany’s E.ON after finding it
could not adjudicate the hostile bid by Gas Natural, seen as
favoured by the Spanish government. A new law passed in
Spain requires the gas and energy regulator, CNE, to approve
foreign takeovers on grounds the EC considers so
indeterminate that freedom of movement of capital in the 
EU is threatened. Action is also being considered against
France for thwarting the merger between Italy’s Enel and 
Gaz de France.

Energy merger probed
Meanwhile, an in-depth investigation will be launched into the
Gaz de France/Suez merger controversially backed by the
French government. The new entity would have a stranglehold
on gas and electricity markets in Belgium and create the
world's second biggest energy group.

iConvengence
Information, communication and technology (ICT) is the key
to Europe’s competitiveness and the EC’s new ICT taskforce
has met to outline its initiatives. It particularly wants to
address issues of convergence of digital networks, content 
and devices. Convergence in the communications industry 
will accelerate with the announced tie up between Siemens
and Nokia. They have announced a joint venture of their
network telecoms business worth 20 billion but will need
the EC’s green light.

UK: NTL/Virgin Mobile cleared
The much anticipated acquisition of Virgin Mobile by NTL
has been cleared by the UK regulator. NTL includes the
merged business of NTL and Telewest Global Inc. NTL has
only a small share of fixed line calls in the UK and Virgin
has only a small share of mobile call volumes. No
conclusion was reached on market definition as no
competition concerns arose based on these shares, but the
OFT found insufficient evidence that mobile and fixed line
calls were substitutes. The OFT also dismissed a so-called
first mover advantage in offering “quad play”. NTL plans to
offer its customers multichannel TV, internet, fixed and
mobile telephone services for a single price. Several other
players, especially powerful players such as BskyB and BT,
plan to offer similar packages. NTL was also found not to
have upstream market power in TV programming 
and production. 

OFT settles with independent schools 
A group of 50 independent schools in the UK, including
many of the most famous English public schools, admitted
that they have improperly exchanged information on fees
for three years in a row. The schools will pay a nominal
penalty of £10,000 each as part of a settlement with the
OFT and an extra payment of £3 million will be made into
an educational charitable trust fund to benefit the pupils
who attended the schools during the years 2001 
to 2004. This is the first time that the OFT has negotiated 
an agreed resolution in an infringement decision case. The
settlement will not prevent parents asking for damages in
private enforcement actions.

Germany: failing firm defence accepted in 
RTL/n-tv merger
Mergers may be justified even where they create or
strengthen dominance if the target is a "failing firm". This
defence was successfully brought by RTL in Germany, which
met the strict three-fold test with respect to the acquisition
of its competitor n-tv : n-tv would have withdrawn in any
event from the market, no other potential acquisition of the
firm would have been less detrimental on competition, and
the market share of n-tv would have inevitably fallen 
to RTL.

Other National News
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Planes: A fierce bidding auction between Spanish and US-led
consortia has ended with the board of BAA recommending the
Spanish offer. BAA is the world’s largest airports operator
including Heathrow and Gatwick. Ferrovial manages airport
infrastructure concessions and has stakes in a number of airports
including Belfast and Bristol Airports in the UK. The EC has
already granted clearance to the BAA takeover led by Spain’s
Ferrovial. However, the OFT has announced it will investigate
the UK airports market to see if the current structure works
well for consumers. Under UK law, the OFT is able proactively
to identify certain sectors for review by the Competition
Commission (CC). Ferrovial will be keenly awaiting the OFT to
determine the scope of its review by the end of June. 

Alitalia’s takeover of bankrupt low-cost airline Volare is on hold.
Alitalia beat a bid from rival Air One but Air One has now won 
an injunction, partially on competition grounds and by arguing
the illegal use of state aid to fund the deal. Italy’s Competition
Authority (ICA) has held that the takeover could give Alitalia a
dominant position on six national routes from Milan’s Linate
airport. It also wants to investigate the impact on the Linate to
Paris route where Easyjet will be the only competitor. The ICA
also held that new slots to be acquired at Linate could be used 
to block rivals flying from the airport.

British Airways has confirmed that it and other airlines face
investigation by the OFT and US Department of Justice into an
alleged cartel involving passenger prices and fuel surcharges.  
In another case, the EC has issued a statement of objections to
members of the SkyTeam airline alliance, Air France, AeroMexico,
Alitalia, Continental, CSA, Delta, KLM, Korean and Northwest.
The EC fears that their co-operation agreement may reduce
competition on certain routes and invited the airlines to respond.

Trains: The UK’s CC says the completed merger of English
Welsh & Scottish Railway and Marcroft Engineering will lead
to a substantial lessening of competition in rail freight haulage
services. The merger led to only a 1% increment in the share of
rail freight maintenance services to third parties. The CC has,
unusually, held that the vertical links between the merged entity
would lessen competition, in particular because of an incentive to
raise wagon maintenance prices for rivals. 

Automobiles: A 43 million fine on Opel, a subsidiary of
General Motors, has been confirmed. The European Court of
Justice confirmed the judgment which found Opel guilty of
market partitioning by systematically discouraging its resellers
from exporting cars. Opel did this indirectly through a bonus
scheme that applied to national sales only. 

The Irish Competition Authority is investigating car dealers for
competition law infringements. The Director of Public
Prosecutions has charged a person associated with the Irish
Ford Dealers Association for "directly or indirectly fixing the
selling price of motor vehicles." The Irish authorities have been
increasingly using their criminal powers to break cartels.

PLANES 
TRAINS
& AUTOMOBILES
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Background
There were £95 billion worth of grocery sales in the UK last year. Groceries now account for
nearly half of all retail sales. At the national level, market concentration is said to be increasing.
The four largest supermarkets together represent 70% of grocery sales in the UK, and Tesco’s
share has increased from 25% to 30% over the last three years. It has nearly twice the market
share of its nearest competitor. The convenience store sector is growing too but so is their
ownership by the big chains. The main losers have been convenience specialists such as
greengrocers and fishmongers. This has fuelled concerns about the strength of local market
competition in some areas. The CC says it will look at this but also the competition problems
caused by the planning regime and the level of power of retailers over suppliers. 

Falling prices v. Failing small shops
Are the changes in the grocery sector good or bad for the consumer? When the OFT referred 
the sector for investigation, it noted that consumers have benefited in recent years from falling
prices, an increase in product range within stores and an improvement in service. However, 
this was said to be at the expense of choice of store at a local level. Indeed some critics say
that supermarkets sell certain products below cost and that small shops cannot sustain the 
war on prices. But are small retailers efficient competitors? If consumers choose to shop in
supermarkets because of convenience, range, choice and value, then their success at the
expense of smaller outlets should be unobjectionable. It is notoriously difficult to determine if
below cost pricing is "predatory" and harms consumers in the long run by the misallocation of
resources and driving out competition, or whether it promotes consumer welfare by genuinely
cheaper pricing.

Planning regime may be at fault
The current planning regime is also a cause of dispute. The OFT has stated that planning
restrictions make it more difficult for small players to access new sites. The need to gain
planning permission increases entry costs and may delay the entry of new supermarkets for
years. Some have also argued that the large chains have built up significant land holdings, 
and pay inflated prices, with no intention of developing them. 

Buyer power concerns
Inquiries in the past have stressed the major chains have considerable buyer power over their
suppliers. The first CC groceries inquiry in 2000 led to the adoption of the Supermarket Code
between the chains and suppliers, although many have said self-regulation is ineffective. In
2003, the CC blocked the purchase of Safeway’s supermarkets by either Asda, Sainsbury’s or
Tesco notably on the grounds of their bargaining positions over suppliers. The OFT has now said
that suppliers may be forced to compensate for low prices from the big chains by charging
higher prices to smaller retailers (the "waterbed effect"). A tipping point might be reached
beyond which it would not be profitable to supply independent stores. Some wholesalers have
indicated that a fall of between 15% and 40% of their sales to independent retailers would
force them to stop supplying them. 

A new look at consumer welfare 
Whilst many critics of the success of the major retailers argue that "small is beautiful", this is
not a sufficient basis for a competition analysis. The CC has said the consumer will be the focus 
of their inquiry. It will consider what drives consumer preferences (e.g. price, range, quality 
and convenience) and whether their interests are being hurt. If it does this effectively, the
inquiry might cast new light on how consumer welfare should be assessed. 

UK Supermarkets are in the cross hairs.
Asda, Morrissons, Sainsbury’s and Tesco
face tough scrutiny as the Competition
Commission (CC) has commenced a
market investigation after a protracted
campaign by small shops lobbyists. The
investigation will last two years. The CC
has already called for submissions from
interested parties but says it has “not
made up its mind about anything”.

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT 
ON GROCERIES
Supermarkets: is smaller better?
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SEE YOU IN COURT
Non-compete clause can void the whole contract 
An invalid non-compete clause can void an entire contract. Inserting a severability clause will not necessarily save the contract.
Scottish Courage entered into an exclusive distribution agreement with James McCabe for the resale of Miller beer in Northern Ireland.
McCabe, agreed in return for a non-compete provision not to sell any brand of competing beer from North America. However, the parties, 
as is typical, also agreed on a severability clause in case any provision was declared anticompetitive. 

Courage eventually terminated the agreement arguing that McCabe breached the non-compete clause by selling other US beers. McCabe
brought an action for wrongful termination and claimed that the non-compete clause was anticompetitive. Courage argued in a summary
judgment application that if this was the case, the distribution agreement as a whole would be void because the clause could not be severed
and therefore McCabe’s action for wrongful termination should be dismissed. The High Court agreed. 

First the Court rejected the application of the severability clause because it was drafted too narrowly. Second, it applied the UK test for
severability and held the non-compete clause could not be severed as a matter of common law. The judge found that the non-compete
clause was closely tied to the exclusive right of distributorship granted to McCabe and was therefore “an integral aspect of the substance
of the consideration”. If the non-compete clause were to be severed, Mr Justice Cooke found the nature of the agreement would be so
changed that it would “not be the sort of contract that the parties intended to enter at all”. (James McCabe v Scottish Courage Limited)

Business reputation: the EC may publish damning comments
When Bank Austria was fined in 2002 with nine other Austrian banks for price-fixing, it asked the EC not to publish the full decision.
The EC disregarded this request and published the decision on its internet site and in the EC’s Official Journal. Bank Austria brought
an action claiming that the details of the decision should have been withheld under professional secrecy. The court dismissed the claim.
Companies do not have a specific right to prevent publication of information, even if it is not essential to understand the decision. 
The Commission may describe and publish factual historical accounts of a cartel - as long as the Commission conceals business secrets - 
even if these facts are damaging to business reputation. (Bank Austria Creditanstalt v Commission)

Theories must be backed by evidence
The Courts have reprimanded the EC again for interfering with business agreements based on insufficient evidence of market harm. In
2001, the two German mobile operators O2 and T-Mobile concluded an agreement for O2, the smallest competitor in the German market, 
to rent T-Mobile’s roaming infrastructure for third generation GSM mobile communications in Germany. The parties notified this agreement
to the Commission for approval. The EC said the agreement was anticompetitive because it would delay the development of O2’s
own infrastructure and make O2 and its pricing too dependent on T-Mobile. The Court has now granted O2’s appeal and criticised the
Commission for having used generalised statements about the restrictive nature of roaming agreements rather than a specific analysis. It
said the Commission should have assessed what the competitive situation would have been in the absence of the roaming agreement
especially in the context of an emerging market. It was not certain that 02 would have been able to penetrate the market in the
absence of the roaming agreement. (02 Germany v Commission)

Microsoft’s appeal is heard
What may be the case of the year was heard over a week in April. The EC imposed a 497 million fine on Microsoft in 2004, alleging
that Microsoft had contravened EC competition law by tying Windows media player to its operating system. Microsoft was also ordered
to disclose interoperability information to its competitors and to offer a version of its Windows operating system without its Media Player.
The two fundamental questions posed by the appeal are whether companies like Microsoft can improve their products by developing new
features that consumers want, and whether competition law can force them to hand over their valuable technology and intellectual property
to competitors. In fact there has been virtually no demand at all for the version of Windows stripped of Media Player which the Commission
ordered Microsoft to sell. Microsoft contends that this is the best evidence the Commission failed to demonstrate the products were unlawfully
tied. (Microsoft v Commission)

A Round Up of Key Decisions for Business And briefly

• In T-Mobile/Tele.ring, the EC required assets to be divested
although the new entity would only be number 2 in mobile
telephony in Austria. Even though Tele.ring’s share was small,
it had been important in providing price competition.

• EU Member States are liable in damages to individuals harmed 
by an incorrect interpretation of EC law by a national court. In 
Traghetti del Mediterraneo v Republicca Italiana, the EU’s highest
court held that damages cannot be limited to those caused by
intentional fault and serious misconduct. 

• The Supreme Court of Finland said that interviews recorded during
cartel investigations are official documents to which all parties to 
the proceedings are entitled to have access.

• Inntrepreneur v Crehan has been heard in the House of Lords.
Inntrepreneur is challenging the award of damages to Crehan in the
decade-long and land-mark UK damages action. Crehan says an
illegal beer tie drove him out of business and Inntrepreneur faces
damages in hundreds of similar claims if it loses its appeal.
Unexpectedly, the Lords did not hear arguments on the amount of
damages awarded. They mat yet refer the case to the European
Court of Justice.

• Adidas has won an injunction against the organisers of Grand 
Slam Tennis in Adidas-Salomon v Draper. The organisers sought to
restrict use of its logo during tournaments and Adidas alleges this
discriminates against it as the rules have not been enforced against
other sports manufacturers and will affect their sales. The High 
Court said there was a real prospect Adidas could show the
restriction violated EC competition law.  The main trial is 
scheduled for October.
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RAIDS, FINES
AND INVESTIGATIONS
Dawn raids in gas and electricity sectors... The EC, assisted by officials from member state competition authorities, 
launched a series of unannounced inspections at the premises of gas companies in Germany, Italy, France, Belgium and
Austria, and at the premises of electricity companies in Hungary. Reports say that the raids were related to potential anti-
competitive practices in distribution and storage. They follow the EC’s sector inquiry report that found serious malfunctions in
Europe’s energy markets. A follow up report by EU officials, including Neelie Kroes, ministers from national governments,
including the UK’s Alistair Darling, and business leaders has recommended the unbundling of energy companies. This
would split off transmission systems from the pipelines and grids they control.

Leniency applications paid off... Exchange of confidential information, limiting production, market sharing, price fixing-
the bleaching cartel case could be a specimen case-law for antitrust students. Nine companies including Solvay, Akzo
Nobel, Total/Elf/Arkema have repeatedly committed cartel offences through meetings and discussions between
competitors. The Commission imposed a fine of 388 million. The investigation was launched by the Commission
following a tip off from Degussa, one of the repeat offenders. Degussa also blew the whistle on another cartel in
which it was involved in the acrylic glass markets (e.g. glass used for cars including things like headlamps and tail lights).
The total fine on its former cartellists for this infringement was 344 million. By applying for leniency, Degussa suffered
no fine at all.

Criminal prosecution in UK for cartel... Criminal proceedings for price-fixing and market-sharing have started against
individuals and companies charged of conspiracy to defraud the National Health Service. The Serious Fraud Office
(“SFO”) has conducted investigations into these allegations regarding the pricing and supply of certain generic drugs since
2002. The individuals appeared at Bow Street Magistrates Court in April. The investigation and alleged offences took
place prior to the Enterprise Act 2002 which gives the OFT power to bring criminal prosecutions for cartel offences. The
SFO is using common law powers.

Hollywood hit in Spain... Walt Disney, Fox, Sony, Warner and Columbia studios in Spain, along with pay TV operator,
Sugecable, were fined US$ 3 million each by the Spanish antitrust authorities for price fixing and anti-competitive
behaviour. The investigation started after a complaint by the Spanish association of exhibitors, alleging that the prices for
cinema tickets were 15% higher in Spain than in other places because of the cartel. The regulator found the studios guilty
of coordinating their big releases on specific dates to avoid head to head competition in Spain and deciding how many
weeks a film would run. The exhibitors lobby has complained the fines are not enough. 

Shopping on-line investigated... The OFT has launched a market study into on-line internet shopping. The OFT is
concerned in particular about security of payment or potential problems with delivery following payment and will
investigate whether consumers receive the right level of protection under the existing consumer protection regime, and
also if they are aware of their rights when shopping on-line. The OFT is expected to publish its preliminary conclusions 
in Spring 2007. 

France: a whistleblower rewarded... Following the disclosure by France Porte of a cartel in the market for wooden 
doors in France, the French authorities started an immediate investigation. It revealed two domestic cartels aiming to
stabilise prices. The participants were heavily fined, but France Porte received total immunity as a result of the information
provided. This is the first implementation of the leniency procedure in France.
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